Developmental changes in oscillatory and slow responses of the rat accessory olfactory bulb.
Field potential, patch-clamp and optical recordings were performed in accessory olfactory bulb slices of postnatal rats following single electrical stimulation of the vomeronasal nerve layer. On the basis of differences in the components of the field potential, postnatal days were divided into three periods: immature (until postnatal day 11), transitional (postnatal days P12-17) and mature periods (after postnatal day 18). During the immature period, vomeronasal nerve layer stimulation provoked a characteristic damped oscillatory field potential, and the field potential recorded in the glomerular layer consisted of a compound action potential followed by several periodic negative peaks superimposed on slow components. Reduction in [Mg2+] enhanced slow components but did not affect oscillation, whereas an NMDA receptor antagonist, D-2-amino-5-phosphonovalerate, depressed slow components but did not affect the oscillation. During the mature period, slow components and the periodic waves (oscillation) disappeared. The time course of the field potential was similar to that in adults, suggesting that the accessory olfactory bulb reached electrophysiologically maturity at postnatal day 18. A non-NMDA receptor antagonist, 6-cyano-7-nitroquinoxaline-2,3-dione, inhibited vomeronasal nerve layer-induced responses, while D-2-amino-5-phosphonovalerate had no effect, suggesting that NMDA and non-NMDA receptors are active in immature tissues, whereas non-NMDA receptors predominated in mature tissue. Results from whole-cell patch recordings in mitral and granule cells yielded results consistent with those from field potential and optical recordings. Further, a gradual decrease in number and frequency of oscillating waves was observed until postnatal day 17. Analyses of the depth profile of field potentials and current source density in immature tissue suggested that the oscillation and slow components originated in the glomerular layer but not in the external plexiform/mitral cell layer. Further, a new type of oscillation, which was independent of the reciprocal dendrodendritic synapses between mitral and granule cells, was detected. These data indicate that the lack of oscillatory suppression by immature NMDA receptors may play a critical role in the dynamic alteration of bulbar conditions.